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If the developer wants to achieve outstanding performance in the
properties market in Hong Kong, he should first formulate his strategies at the
corporate level in order to coordinate the various decisions involved in the
business.
Land investment is the most important single issue in the property
business. Before making the decision to buy lands, developers should evaluate
the relationship between land value and the income of ultimate users. In
addition, the possibility of buying the same pieces of land cheaper at other
times should also be considered. For instance, land value for small residential
premises is rather stable and it makes little difference to buy in a growing
market or in declining market. On the contrary, land values for luxurious
residential premises and top class commercial building fluctuate widely with
market conditions. Therefore, developers can save a lot of money by
purchasing these lands during a declining market.
After acquiring reasonably-priced land, developers should evaluate their
site development priorities. Basically, developers can rely on the market
sensitivity of their management to make these decisions. However, more
quantitative methods such as feasibility studies and break-even analysis can be
used to determine the profitability of a particular project. Besides quantitative
analysis, developers should also take into account other intangible factors such
as domestic economic performance, customers' income level and the changes
3in local living pattern.
In terms of financing, developers normally rely on borrowing, public
issue of stock and rights offerings. Developers should choose the alternative
that is best suited to the companies' long term development. When deciding to
raise debt, corporate financing is preferred to project financing because the
former enables more flexibility in funds allocation.
Marketing is an important issue in the property business, especially in a
declining market. The basic concern here is to identify customers' needs and
try to satisfy those needs by tailoring the product, pricing, and promotional
efforts. Marketing research is the appropriate device to collect the relevant
market information. Besides, a comfortable sales office and capable sales staff
is also of considerable importance.
In order to strengthen their flexibility in the market, property companies
should consider vertical integation. The objective is to expand the business so
that the company can react flexibly and efficiently to new market opportunities.
When developers considers diversifying into other businesses, they
should consider businesses which require low capital tie-up, have high turnover
rate, and are fast growing. These businesses can provide new sources of funds
to the property company in a declining market and will not seriously affect the
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The property business has been one of the major industries in Hong
Kong in the last two decades. Although the size of properties companies is
continuously expanding, their achievement in Hong Kong is not consistent.
Every time the market declines, some of these companies encounter serious
financial difficulties. On the other hand, one or two of these property
developers become successful in the market. Of course, there are many
reasons behind this phenomenon. Although the executives in the property
business are mainly professionals, being specialists in architecture,
construction, land surveying and valuation, they often fail to appreciate the
importance of corporate planning to the performance of property companies as
a whole. They cannot come to grips with the fact that analysis of
environmental changes and strategic planning are the most important means
for success in the property business where a long gestation period is involved.
Although a generalist probably understands the management
implications of a problem, the technical aspects involved in the business
requires several years for a novice to understand. Therefore, this research is
aimed at identifying, highlighting as well as analyzing the important issues of
various aspects of the property business. It is hoped that this will provide a
general picture to newcomers who are interested in developing their career in
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the properties field but have not undergone any relevant professional training.
Therefore, the main concern of this report is to emphasize the practical aspects
of the property business with actual examples laid out for reference.
The report will begin by identifying all the important issues in Chapter
R, and defining the two different natures of property companies in Hong Kong
in Chapter M. This is done in order to provide a general understanding to
readers before moving on to the various important issues in the property
business. Chapter IV to Chapter Vi deals with land investment, site
development appraisal, corporate finance, marketing and other major concerns
such as building management, corporate structure and diversification.
Although the various topics are discussed separately, they are presented in a
coherent manner to the reader. Finally, the report will be summarized in the
last Chapter.
Methodology
The following steps have been taken in the research.
1. gathering relevant information from newspapers, journals or books
2. gathering information from experienced personnel in the properties field
3. personal interviews with the top level management of
Hong Kong Land
Sun Hung Kai Properties Limited
Swire Properties Limited
Wayfoong Properties Agency Limited
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Constraints
Although the research was carried out in a comprehensive and in-depth
manner, given the time constraint of the study, the result is of course limited by
the source of information and the companies' willingness to disclose their
information. In addition, since the properties business is a very broad subject
and involves much technical and professional knowledge, this report is only
aimed at highlighting the important issues in the property business. For
readers interested in obtaining more in-depth and technical information, it is





In this chapter, before moving on to the more technical aspects of the
property business, a classification of the property companies in Hong Kong by
natures and attitudes seems necessary.
Two Different Natures- Trading Vs Investment
We can classify the property companies in Hong Kong into two types,
namely, trading and investment. The trading type of company treats the
business as a production process. They purchase materials, produce the
product and finally sell the product to the customers. They seldomly keep
properties for long-term investment because they have to maintain a high cash
flow to facilitate their production process. The other type of property company
emphasizes properties investment. The return on investment is equal to the
rental received for their properties on the amount invested. Examples of the
former type of properties companies are Nam Fung, Cheung Kong, Sung Hung
Kai. and example of the later type is Hong Kong Land.
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The Characteristics Of Trading Type Property Companies
The following characteristics are normally found in the trading type
properties companies.
1. They maintain a large volume of land as stock.
2. They invest in properties with less fluctuation, both in terms of demand
and price. That is, they invest in relatively lower-end products.
3. They sell their properties as quickly as they can so that they can maintain a
high cash flow and reinvest in land.
4. Their product strategy is to build up-to-standard quality building and never
search for excellence.
5. They spend relatively little effort on building management and
maintenance.
The Characteristics Of Investment Type Property companies
Unlike the trading type property companies, investment type possess the
following characteristics.
1. They plan for longer term such as the economic performance of the
economy, the growth potential of the project, and the demographic changes of
local living pattern and industries etc.
2. They concentrate their investment in prime locations and pay special
attention to building design, facilities, layout and environment.
3. They spend much more effort in building management and maintenance to
maintain the value of the properties.
64. Since they build high quality buildings, the initial yield to company is low.
Therefore only large companies can afford this low initial earning. This is
especially true in a declining market.
Comparative Advantages Of Trading Type
Vs Investment Type Property Companies
The revenue of investment type companies are dependent on the
performance of the market. For example, Hong Kong Land controls most of
the major commercial buildings in Central which is the commercial core in
Hong Kong. Its potential tenants are multi-national corporations and
professional firms. Thus the occupancy rate not only depends on domestic
economic performance, but also the world economic situation. Therefore,
when the market is declining, the only method to attract tenants is to reduce
rental charges. This reduces the companies' revenue and adversely affects the
financial stability of the company. Contrarily, the trading type companies will
not ecounter these difficulties. Their products are lower-end and therefore less
influenced by market performance. The most important point to them is to buy
land at low price and keep the development cost down so that they will be more
competitive in the market.
However, when the market is strong, the investment type companies will
have the upper hand because they possess the prime buildings in the market.
The prices of their properties will increase tremendously and the occupancy




From this chapter onwards, the technical aspects in the properties
business will be discussed. It is hoped that through these chapters, readers can
get some insights about the properties business in Hong Kong.
The Impacts Of Land Investment
Land investment is the most important single factor that will affect the
performance of property companies. Since construction costs and the market
price of the building are highly competitive and determined by the law of
supply and demand and the general conditions of the economy (such as trade
performance, interest rates, government regulations, etc.), one way for the
developer to increase profit is through timely purchase of lands. In other
words, the profit a developer can make from a particular development is largely
determined by the land value that the developer pays. For example, the marke
price of a certain type of residential premises in a specific location is $1,000
per square foot. If construction costs are, say, $400 per square foot, it mean
the developer cannot pay more than $600 for the value of land. If the land
costs below $600 per square foot, the developer will make a profit, otherwise
the developer will incur a loss.
One major reason which makes the precise estimation of land value
important is the long gestation period for the whole development process.
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Normally, a vacant site will involve two to three years from architectural
planning to completion. The long period of time taken from a project's
origination to its completion in the properties business makes it difficult for
developers to estimate the sales price upon completion, because nobody can
accurately predict future market prices. In addition, interest payments incurred
in the financing of the project are highly sensitive to interest rate movement
which at the same time affects the present value of cash flows during the
construction process.
The following are major guidelines and methods for evaluating land
values.
Major Guidelines In Evaluating The Land Value
1. Any estimation on sales price upon completion should takes into account the
income level of the potential customers at that time. The ultimate objective of
developers is to sell or lease the premises to the potential buyers and make a
profit. If the price is higher than the level that customers can afford, the
premises can never be sold. For example, one of the major developers in Hong
Kong bought an industrial site which cost, together with the construction costs
and other professional charges, over $500 per square foot for a typical floor.
The developement cost for regular industrial building, however, is around $130
per square foot and the sales price is around $200 to $400 per square foot.
There has never been a time when industrial space costs anywhere close to
$500 per square foot in Hong Kong. As a consequence, no matter how tough
his marketing effort was, the developer suffered a loss in the project.
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2. Developers should study the local demographic and infra-structural changes
before making a decision. In recent years, people in Hong Kong have had a
tendency to move to the surrounding satellite towns such as Shatin and Taipo.
Therefore prices of residential premises in these areas have increased
tremendously. In the late 70's, the residential premises in Shatin were at least
30% below the prices in the urban area. At the present moment, however, the
difference is at most 10%. Therefore, before investing in a project, developers
should carry out a comprehensive study about government town planning,
traffic network and other supporting facilities in the area concerned.
3. They must understand the potential customers' needs and take steps to satisfy
those needs in the project. For example, the major concern of an industrialist
before buying or leasing a factory is adequate supply of labour in the
surrounding areas. Developers must understand and carefully estimate the
effect of labour supply on future prices of the premise. Sometimes, when the
surrounding environment does not satisfy the subjective conditions of the
development, developers should add in extra value and increase its
attractiveness upon completion. For example, when buying a luxurious
residential premise, buyers increasigly._ demand better views and facilities.
Therefore, when the surrounding views of a luxurious residential site is not
elegant enough, developers should pay more effort in beautifying surrounding
areas and the set up of recreational facilities. These costs, of course, should
also be included in land evaluation.
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4.-, ,.To forecast the supply and demand of building upon completion. Normally,
when oversupply is scarce, developers can look for higher price and shorter
holding period. Obviously, this investment in this case is more attractive
because it can generate higher revenue and incur lower costs. In addition,
information of future supply and demand can also assist the developer in
arranging their construction schedule and proirities in such a way that the
building is put into the market when the supply is at its lowest level. Table 1
illustrates this point.
Table 1:
Demand and Supply Flow of Commercial Premises in Core Central
906,000 s.f.Building and vacant space as of 31st October 1985
204,000 s.f.Add: New buildings in 1985/86
1,110,000 s.f.
700,000 s.f.Less: Take up 1986 to 31st October
410,000 s.f.Therefore oversupply 31st October 1986
ZeroAdd: New buildings in 1986/87
410,000 s.f.
400,000 s.f.Less: Take up 1987 to 31st October
10,000 s.f.Therefore oversupply 31st October 1981
170 000 s.f.Add: New buildings in 1987/88
330,000 s.f.
325,000 s.f.Less: Take ub 1988 to 31st October
5,000 s.f.Therefore oversupply 31st October 1988
Source: Rating and Valuation Department, Property Review 1985, Hong Kong
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From Table 1, we can see that the oversupply of commercial premises in
Core Central is 906,000 square feet and 410,000 square feet in 1985 and 1986
respectively. This means that newly completed office building in this area will
face tougher competition. However, if the building is completed in 1987 and
1988, the oversupply will reduce to only 10,000 square feet and 5,000 square
feet respectively. Therefore, it is the interest of the developer to postpone their
completion schedule to early 1988 when the oversupply has almost fully taken
up by customers and new buildings have not yet come into the market.
Methods In Evaluating Land Value
There are two common practices in evaluating land values in the
property business in Hong Kong. In most cases, the two methods will be used
simultaneously to obtain an estimation of land value.
Market Sensitivity Of Management
Although the decision based on market sensitivity is not a scientific
method, it is, in some cases, rather reliable. The decision maker absorbs and
then digests the market information on a daily basis and draw ups his
conclusion in accordance with his feeling about the market. The chief
executives of Sun Hung Kai Properties Limited, one of the outstanding
developers in recent years, always rely on his market instinct to make the
decision. It has, at least in the present moment, proved highly successful.
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Feasibility Study
It is the most widely used method in the properties field in evaluating
land values. The study will first specify the specifications of the development.
It is followed by the calculation of usable floor area, construction costs and
professional charges to come up with the total development cost. Then the sale
price will be estimated, and after deducting the developer's profit and the
development costs, the remaining value will be discounted to come to the net
present value for the proposed land. Although the preliminary study is a very
rough estimation, random variations in each item will tend to average out and
thus provides a rather satisfactory guideline to developers. An example of a
preliminary study is attached in appendix I for reference.
When To Buy Land
Since we understand that the properties market undergoes a cyclical
cycle, the most idealistic case is to buy land at the trough of the cycle.
However, in practice, life is not that easy for developers. Since the properties
market is influenced by a number of uncontrollable factors, both political and
economical, no one can accurately predict its cyclical movement. Moreover, a
business organization is a continuous entity and cannot only make deals when
everything is in its favour. Therefore, property companies have to live with the
uncertainty associated with the property cycle and hope to come out better than
others, may be with better foresight and analysis.
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One thing that seems more comforting for developers is that they can
presumably buy land at any time in the cycle if the price they pay for the land
bears some relationship to the income of ultimate buyers. In estimating land
values, the feasibility study will normally take into account developers' profit,
normally 20% on development cost (see item 4 of appendix 1). Thus, if the
developer buys lands regularly and the property is successfully sold, they can
on the average make a profit of 20% on their investment. Not surprisingly,
developers never buy lands at a constant rate. They formulate their land
buying strategy in accordance with their perception of the future market
performance.
Land Buying Strategy
In order to maximize profits, developers should come up with an
appropriate land buying strategy in different market conditions.
Declining Properties Market
In a declining market, developers should increase their land reserve tor ruture
development. The following strategies can be considered for land buying in
this case.
1. The developer should buy lands which prices fluctuate tremendously in different
market conditions. For instance, the developer should buy land for luxurious
residential development because there is normally a large difference of land
value in this segment of the market between a declining market and a growing
market.
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2. The developer should engage in joint-venture with landowners. As shown in
previous computation, land value is essentially calculated from the predicted
sales price upon the completion of the development after deductions of all
relevant costs. The predicted sales price of the premise will normally be
underestimated at the declining market period. Therefore, after deducting the
development costs, the value remaining for the land value will also be
underestimated. Sometimes, the gross floor area of the development will be
split between the developer and the landowner in proportion to their
contribution to the total cost. If the land value is underestimated in a declining
market, the developer can obtain a higher portion of the gross floor area upon
completion.
3. To buy land or buildings with the potential of redevelopment from other
developers. Sometimes, when developers overexpand in the boom period, they
will find themselves in great financial difficulties when the market does not
turned out as expected. Therefore, in a declining market, some developers
have to sell their assets (both land reserve and properties) at distress prices just
to meet interest payments.
Booming Property Market
When the properties market turns upwards, the developer should reduce
to buy land which is relatively more expensive. However, in order to keep the
company moves, the following strategies should be considered.
1. To buy land which prices fluctuate less with the market. In general, prices
of small residential units in urban areas are rather stable. Land value, which
depends very much on the prices of the property is therefore rather stable for
this segment of the market.
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2. To buy land from private sectors instead of at government auctions. Since
prices are normally lower in the former case. The developer, however, may have
to wait for several years to acquire the surrounding land before the site is large





After acquiring reasonably-priced lands for their land reserve, the next
question facing developers is to formulate their site development priority in
order to maximize profit. Basically, in a growing market, developers should try
to increase their market shares by investing in advance of market growth,
building up their sales faster than the growth of the market. Sun Hung Kai
Properties Limited, one of the fastest growing developers in Hong Kong in
recent years, always keeps a huge land bank and does all the internal planning
of site development at the declining period so that when the market moves up,
she can increase her sales volume immediately. Moreover, in the booming
market, developers should develop projects which value is likely to go up by a
large margin. An example of this is the luxurious residential premises. On the
other hand, small residential units in urban living area should be their first
priority in the declining period bacuse there are not much differences in price
for these premises in any time period.
Building Redevelopment
If developers do not have land at hand or an insutticient reserve to
ticfv the market demand. they can consider the strategy of building
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redevelopment. The pre-requisite of considering the redevelopment of a
particular building is that the building concerned has not fully utilized the plot
ratio stated in the Crown Lease. Plot ratio is the multiples of floor area in
relation to the site area. For example, if the site area is 10,000 square meters
and the plot ratio is twelve, then the maximum floor area that can be built for
that building is 120,000 square meters. Therefore, if the original floor area of
that building is only 60,000 square meters before, the developer can obtain
another 60,000 square meters for sell or lease after the redevelopment. So,
from the point of view of the developer, redevelopment of existing property is a
very attractive alternative. Hong Kong Land is, at present, evaluating the
redevelopment potential of her commercial buildings in Central. These include
Prince Building and Holland House. Due to her previous overexpansion, Hong
Kong Land has sold most of her valuable land to repay the debts and interest.
Without potential land at hand in the existing growing market, building
redevelopment is the only alternative available to Hong Kong Land in the
coming years.
Building Redevelopment Appraisal
In addition to the objective environmental consideration, deveiopers can
use the quantitiative methods, such as the feasibility study and the break-even
nna1vc to evaluate therofitability of building redevelopment.
Feasibility Study
The feasibility study in building redevelopment is similar to the
feasibility study in land investment by first estimating the revenue of total sales
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proceed of the redeveloped property. Then, deduction will be made on
development costs which include professional fees, legal charges, construction
costs, interest payments, etc. One item which has to be considered in
redevelopment is the loss of rental income during the redevelopment period.
This opportunity loss, of course, has to be deducted from revenue before
coming to the profit and loss of the redevelopment project.
Break-even Analysis
The break-even analysis is computed for the purpose of finding out the
minimal asking price of the redevelopment project which protect the developer
from any loss. The analysis starts off by calculating the total costs incurred in
the project, such as development cost and the opportunity loss in rental income
during redevelopment, and divided by the total floor area of the redeveloped
building. The developer can then justify whether the project is worthwhile or
not by comparing the break-even price with the estimated market price upon
completion.
Joint Development
Another alternative to developers to increase their revenue is to engage
into a joint development with the owner of the adjacent sites. Joint
development can increase the floor area of the project and therefore the
revenue under two different designs. The first design is to combine the two
buildings into a single development. The partition wall between the two
buildings will be removed and the floor area will therefore increase by the
amount equal to the area of the partition wall multiply by the plot ratio. The
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second design is to join the two buildings by a flyover and both of them shares





Since the properties business requires a huge capital tie-up, and the
investment normally lasts for several years before revenues start flowing in,
developers must, before deciding on investment, search for financing sources.
The three most common types of financing are debt financing, issuance of new
shares to the public, and rights offering.
Debt Financing
Debt financing is the most common type of financing in the properties
business. The major concern here is corporate financing vs project financing.
In the developer's point of view, corporate financing is more desirable because
they can have complete control over the allocation of funds, and therefore they
are more flexible in determining their investment opportunities. In addition,
some single development is uneconomical to the lender, but if the development
combined with the company's investment strategy, it will become a lucrative
investment. Therefore, corporate financing enables developers to formulate
their optimal investment strategy.
The disadvantage of debt financing is the exposure of interest rate risk.
When interest rates rise, developers suffer from the higher interest payments.
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Worse still, when the market turns opposite to what is originally anticipated,
interest payments will become a great burden to the companies.
Issuing New Shares To The Public
Developers can also raise the required funds by issuing shares, that is to
enlarge the equity base of the company. Aside from the issuing costs, which is
one-shot, the advantages of issuing share are that it does not entail fixed
charges. The company will pay dividend to shareholders only if the company
generates earnings. Unlike debts, share carries no fixed maturity date.
Moreover, issuing shares can enlarge the equity base and therefore increases
the credit-worthiness of the company so that the company can raise more debts
in the future if necessary. However, there are also disadvantages in issuing
shares. First, the sales of shares to the public dilute the voting right and
control of the existing shareholders. Second, the company has to share the
growth and income with the new shareholders. Third, the earnings per share,
in the short-run at least, may be diluted because the same income will be
divided by a larger equity base and larger income from the new investment will
not come by until later date. Lastly, dividend is not a tax deductible expense
and the company will pay relatively more tax by issuing shares than raising
debt. In other words, the after-tax cost of equity financing is higher than that
of debt financing.
Rights Offering
Another common type of financing source in the properties business is
rights offering. Rights offering is a securities flotation offered to existing
stockholders according to their proportional ownership. Since rights offering
r1Prnanrdc crlitional investment from existing shareholders and mops up the
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liquidity in the stock market, it is not often welcomed by investors. In addition,
because the new shares of the right issue are usually sold at a 15- 20%
discount from current market price, the market price of the share will decline
and might affect the confidence of potential investors. The major advantage is
the lower flotation cost in relation to a public issue. Among the major
developers in Hong Kong, Sun Hung Kai Properties Limited is particularly keen
on using rights offering in raising funds. Although rights offering always exerts
a downward pressure on share price, her outstanding performance still make
her stock an attractive investment opportunity to investors.
The Importance Of Liquidity Control
Liquidity is a major financial consideration to property company. Of
course, if the market is good, the company's properties can be sold in advance
before completion and liquidity problem seldom exists. In a declining market,
however, properties companies may discover that cash inflow is not sufficient
to cover their expenses. This may due to their previous overexpansion or price
estimates may be too optimistic. In this case, developers will find themselves
in serious financial problem.
If a property company already runs into liquidity problem, what she can
do is to sell its assets to reduce the debt. Since it is not uncommon in Hong
Kong that a declining market will last for several years, a company cannot rely
on new loans to cover mature debts. Hsin Chong Properties Limited had sold
her 70% shares in the Tai Tam Project which originally costed the company
HK$20 billion. Another example is Hong Kong Land. Due to her previous
overexpansion, Hong Kong Land net borrowing in 1986 is HK$10,542 millions.
Tr, %r,-SPY rn rprhirP the borrowing, Hong Kong Land decided to dispose of part
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or its assets, up to HK$3,225 million. items sold by Hong Kong Land are listed
in Table 2.
Table 2:
Forecast Cash Inflow of Hong Kong Land in 1986
Amounts (HK$ millions)
a
583Sale of half shareholding in Jardine
b
156Sale of Letter B entitlements
a
1,000Demerger of Dairy Farm
586Reduction of debt of Dairy Farm
1,400Sale of residential portfolio to Bond Corporation
3,225Total
Source: Sunshine Securities Company, Brokage Report, 1986
a Both Jardine and Dairy Farm are major subsidiaries of Hong Kong Land
b Letter B is a certificate issued by the government as a reimbursement to
landowner whose land is recovered by the government for public development
In early 1987, Hong Kong Land also sold 20 blocks of residential
premises to an investment company in order to reduce her borrowing.
However, it should be noted that in a declining market, the price of properties
are always at a low level. It is not uncommon to find selling prices below the




In the 1980's, marketing becomes an important issue to properties
companies. This was especially true during the last properties slump from
1982 to 1985. A successful marketing strategy can help developers sell their
premises at higher price and more important, to attract potential customers to
visit their buildings. The question facing developers is how to put together a
marketing mix in order to enhance the relative attractiveness of the buildings
and therefore gain a competitive edge over other competitors in the market.
Identify Market Needs
To understand your customers' need is the most tunciamentai concept in
marketing. Needs of potential customers in the property business include
design, size, facilities, layout, and other physical and environmental factors.
Developers should try to figure out these needs and satisfy them.
Market Analysis
Market analysis refers to the studies of the present and forecoming
marketing conditions. These include the identifications of market supply and
demand, possible competitors, competitors' strategies and characteristics and
nt1,Pr ni-rtinpnt iccues in the market. The objective of market analysis is to get
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a general picture about the market and figure out the opportunities available to
the company.
The Decision And Implementation Of Marketing Mix
After we have done a size-up of the market, the next step is to
formulate a marketing strategy to arouse potential customers' attention to our
nrniertc
Product Strategy
The first thing we have to do in the marketing mix is the product
concerned. We have to identify our potential customers' needs on product
specifications and to satisfy them. For example, Hsin Chong Properties
Limited has a commercial building for sale in a secondary commercial location.
One important information they found out about their potential clients is that
most of them are small enterprises hiring only several people. They seldomly
possess their own telex, photocopier or other commercial equipments. So,
Hsin Chong decided to provide value-added features to the building. They
partition the premises into several hundred square feet and provide a Business
Service Centre on the tenth floor of the building. The Centre provides essential
services to the tenants such as telex, cable, secretarial services, conference
room, temporary office etc. As a consequence, the building gained a very high
reputation and all the premises were sold within a short time and at very good
prices. The Hsin Chong story is an excellent example showing how product
ctrntecv miild make a difference, especially during the property slump in 1984.
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Pricing Strategy
The pricing strategy of developers is to charge the market cleaning price
so that revenue is maximized. Although there are difficulties in identifying that
market cleaning price, the following guidelines are useful.
Follow The Market Price
Before determining the price of his buildings, the developer can carry
out a series of market surveys to identify the asking prices of his competitors.
Moreover, the surveys should be conducted every two or three months so that
the developer can understand the existing price trend of the market as well as
the take-up rate for that kind of premises. If the market is going upward, they
can charge a higher price or if the market is declining, a lower asking price is
charged so as to sell the premises faster. In the properties market, price
reduction may be disastrous because once you reduce prices, customers begin
to take a wait and see attitude, hoping that prices will go down further. In
addition, competitors may follow suit, making the original price-cut
self-defeating. Developers must therefore take special care in determining
their prices.
Price Variations
After determining the average sales price or a oulIuing, LIM ucvciupc,L
should have a price schedule geared to the special features that customers'
prefer. For instance, residential buyers prefer higher floor levels and better
views and factory owners prefer lower floor levels and units close to elevators.
It is therefore natural for the developer to charge differential prices, i.e. higher
prices for those units having those desired features. Otherwise, only the
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preferred units are sold and all the others units are left vacant. One of the
tactics that can be employed by the developer is to raise the price of the more
preferred units even further, thus forcing customers to purchase the less
preferred units first. After the less preferred units are sold, the developer will
not incur much trouble to dispose of the more desirable units.
Market Testing
If the project involves blocks of building, the developer is advised to sell
the premises stage by stage. This can serve as a market testing to get some
ideas about the customers' response to the initial offer and price. More
important, fewer units are easier to create a buying momentum among
potential customers. Once the momentum is created, the marketing process
that follow will be easier. One prominent example is the marketing of Tai Koo
Shing, a top middle class residential project consisting of blocks of buildings.
The developer, the Swire Properties Limited, developed the project in several
stages. Each time, only a small number of the premises were put into the
market. This has proved to be highly successful. During the ten years of
f1PvP1nnmPnt_ Tai Koo Shine could ever have sold at higher prices.
Promotion Strategy
Promotion is a very broad and important issue in marketing. In the
property business, the promotion process can be basically classified into three
different stages, i.e., advertising to promote the image and awareness of the
product sales office preparation to provide a comfortable environment to
negotiate the terms of sales and finally, a group of capable sales force to
actually conclude the transactions.
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Advertising
The objective of advertising is to increase the awareness of the product
and at the same time to arouse customers' interest towards the product. The
trick is to highlight the attractive features as well as the comparative advantages
of the product through different advertising channels such as newspapers,
mailshoot, or other appropriate media. In the property business, developers
normally use newspaper advertising to promote their products. However, this
conventional advertising method of stating the attractive features in newspaper
advertisements is not sufficient to attract customers' attention, especially in a
declining market when supply is abundant. In this circumstance, more
innovative approaches should be tried. For example, Hsin Chong Properties
Limited built a small commercial building in a secondary office location.
Through marketing research, the company had identified the small enterprises
as its target market. Besides providing a Business Service Centre to attract
customers' interests, they have employed Jack Chan, a television actor whos
image is a classical money-oriented salesman and is well accepted by the lower
middle income group, to introduce the product in the advertisement. Moreover,
the advertisements consist of three commercials, launched in three consecutive
days to attract customers' attention. This is one of the few successful examples
in the Hong Kong property market. (A copy of the advertisement is attached in
appendix II). The rule of thumb here is to identify your target market, know




In most cases, developers do not pay much effort to their sales office.
Normally when a client walks in, the salesman will give him a sales brochure
and the client himself will take a look to the sample flat. After that, if the
client is interested in the building, he has to contact the salesman for further
details. If the customer visits several buildings and he will take with him
several different sales brochures. His decision will then be mainly based on the
presentation of the brochure and his perception towards the buildings. On the
other hand, if the developer prepares a nice and comfortable sales office,
perhaps with tea or other beverages provided, the customer will be more willing
to have a closer examination of the building. If the building itself is up to
standard, the longer the customer stays, the higher the possibility that the sale
will be closed.
Sales Force
The next important issue is the ability of the sales rorce Lo coiicaUUC uIc
transaction. Here, the basic requirements of the sales force are:
1. They should have the knowledge of the market, especially the strengths and
weaknesses of the competitors in the surrounding areas
2. They should possess the technical knowhow about the building as well as
other regulations
3. They should have the flexibility in price negotiation, at least within a
certain limit.
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Although these are the very important criteria of being a property
salesman, in Hong Kong, very few property salesmen possess all the above
knowledge and skills.
Therefore, successful implementation of a promotional plan must consist
of the following ingredients: the advertising campaign should be able to arouse
customers interests and attract them to visit the building a comfortable sales
office and other supporting devices to keep them staying for a longer period
and a trained sales force to answer customers queries, highlight the
comparative advantages of the building, negotiate the terms of sales flexibly.
All these, I believe, make the possiblity of concluding the sales on site more
likely.
Case Study
The marketing concept is a set of theories that one can easily understand
but are difficult to put into practice. The objective of the following case study
is to give a life example of how the factors discussed in this chapter actually
come into play in the property business.
The Building
The building under consideration is named Star Centre which is located
at Kwai Chung, one of the major industrial areas in Hong Kong. The total
gross floor area is about 300,000 square feet and the building was put into the
market in September 1984 which is about six months before the market
recovery from the last downturn since 1982.
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Market Survey
The company had altogether conducted four market surveys and the first
survey was conducted about one year before the completion of the building.
The last survey was carried out in May 1984 which is about four months before
the marketing campaign started. The followings are the major findings of the
last survey.
1. The total estimated supply available is over 2.9 million square feet while
the total area of all buildings being surveyed is 8,869,137 square feet. There is
still a 32.70% vacancy in the sampled buildings.
2. The asking prices range from $150.00 to $330.00 per square foot for
typical floor units. For those lower ground floor units, prices range from
$629.00 to $1,148.00 per square foot. In fact, most higher quality buildings are
asking $220.00 to $250.00 per square foot.
3. The asking rentals range from $1.60 to $2.60. The average rental for
higher standard buildings are over $2.00 per square foot.
4. The total take-up from October 1982 to November 1983 is 525,679 square
feet.
5. The transaction prices for most buildings had fallen to the bottom from
May to June 1983. Afterwards, there was a trend of upward movement.
6. Small size units (under 3,000 square feet) transactions were more active
during this period.
7. The first major industry for most sampled buildings is electronics
(15.28%). The second is garment (13.41%). The other industries, such as
metal works, knitting, plastics, and chemical products, get a more or less equa
share in the area.
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8. The major industries in the sampled buildings such as electronics and
garment are labour intensive. Labour supply may be one of the main concerns
for tenants in this area.
9. Regarding the size of tenants, the model class interval is 1,000 to 1,999
square feet. 241 out of 850 tenants fall into this interval, which is about 28%.
Another significant class interval is 2,000 to 2,999, which is about 22%.
10. 56% of tenants are below 3,000 square feet. 39% of tenants are over 3,000
square feet and less than 10,000 square feet. Only 5% of tenants are over
10,000 square feet.
11. Small electronic companies are prominent, about 1/2 of them are under
3,000 square feet. However, 16 of them fall into the interval of 5,000 to 9,999
square feet, which is about 25%.
12. Over 70% of garment factories are within the interval of 1,000 to 4,000
square feet.
Target Market
From the above findings, the company had concluded that the high-tech
electronic companies and garment manufacturers are their major customers
because the former require higher quality buildings such as Star Centre and the
latter are not well served by the high quality buildings in that area.
Selling Vs Leasing
The company had decided to lease the premises because curing perluu
under consideration, the market price is too low for the company to make
satisfactory profit.
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Marketing Strategy Implemented By The Company
Product
In order to make the product attractive to customers, the company had
provided:
1. two conference rooms for the tenant to meet client
2. a temporary godown for the storage of extra materials or finished products
on a daily basis
3. a canteen operated by caterer to attract workers and, finally, a flexible
partition possibility ranging from 1,500 square feet to about 11,000 square feet.
Pricing
The average rental charged by the company was $2.3 per square foot
and the range was from $2.1 to $2.5 per square foot for typical floors. This
was about the market rental of high quality industrial building in that area.
Promotion
The following promotional efforts were used by the company to promote
the sales of Star Centre.
1. Signboards- Several large signboards were put on the eye-catching
locations of the building several months before the beginning of the advertising
campaign. The objective of the signboard is to attract the interests of the
manufacturers in the surrounding area.
2. Mailshot- The company had sent out about 1,000 mailing packages to the
medium-size manufacturers (numbers of employees ranging from 20 to 100) of
electronics and garments. Inside the package, there was a tape recorded by a
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radio broadcasting company introduciing Star Centre, an invitation card to
invite them to visit Star Centre before the beginning of the advertising
campaign, and a flatsheet introducing the outstanding features of Star Centre.
The aim of the mailshooting was to enhance the awareness of Star Centre
among target market customers.
3. Newspaper Advertising- Four different advertising are designed to
highlight the advantages of Star Centre, that is, the conference room, the
temporary godown, the canteen, and the flexible layout. The advertisements
were posted in three most popular Chinese newspapers in Hong Kong to ensure
the market coverage is maximized.
4. Sales Brochures- 5,000 sales brochures are produced for customers'
reference.
5. Sales Office- The sales office was located at the conference room of the
buiulding. In addition to providing nice and comfortable decoration and
furniture, the sales office was further equipped with television and video
recorder for the video show already prepared to introduce the outstanding
feature of the building.
6. Sales Staff- All sales staff are recruited for this campaign. They had to
understand the strengths and weaknesses of the building as well as nearby
competitors. Besides, they possessed the technical knowledge in providing
advice to customers about air-conditioning, partitioning and government
regulations. In order to accelerate sales, each sales staff was allowed to offer a
maximum discount of 5% to-customers.
7. Other Personnel- A maid was hired to provide beverages to customers.
The representatives of Project Management Department, and Building
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Management Department were also available in the sales office to provide
more technical advice to customers.
Result
The result of the marketing campaign of Star Centre was prominent.
Within three months, the 300,000 square feet factory spaces in the building
were all leased out. Compared to the total take up of 525,679 square feet from
October 1982 to November 1983, the result is outstanding. At the end of the
sales period, the building had successfully aroused public interest. Several
newspapers, radio channels had come to visit the building and asked for the
key factors of success about the building.
After-Sales Reveiw
Although the sales efforts finally paid off, with outstanding sales record
of the Star Centre, the company had carried out a after-sales review to evaluate
the effectiveness and efficiency of the marketing effort. The after-sales review
provided the developer with some valuable insights about marketing a building.





When the availability of land for potential developments is reduced and
the cost of developments increases, building management becomes an
important. issue in the property business. Companies begin to realize that
building management can prolong the life of their revenue generating assets
and improve the company's image because customers' demand on building
management, maintenance and security system are rising. The management of
Sun Hung Kai Properties Limited has made the following remarks, We have
once spend $5 million to repair three blocks of building because customers
complaints that water leaked into their houses. We take action immediately
because we want to maintain our company image. This can help us to sell our
properties faster and at a higher price.
Corporate Structure
In the existing competitive environment in the business woria, the inui c
vertically integrated a company is, the better its comparative advantage in the
market place. This is actually what the Japanese have done after the Second
Wnrld War. Besides operating their own business, large Japanese firms often
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control their sources of materials, production, marketing, distribution,
servicing, etc. so that they become more flexible in coping with the
environmental changes and cost-effective among their competitors. The same
is true in the Hong Kong property business. Property companies, if possible,
should establish their own functional areas in the related businesses of property
investment. The availability of these supportive functions such as architectural
service, land surveying, construction, project management, agency services, and
building management will enable the company to become more flexible and,
therefore, more competitive. More important, when market opportunities are
identified, the company can serve the market within a shorter period of time.
Diversification
Diversification is treated as a strategic movement akin to large
corporations in Hong Kong because diversification can reduce risk, provide new
investment opportunites and allow the economic use of technical knowhow.
However, diversification may not be appropriate to all large corporations. For
the company which has not yet developed its main business to the full potential,
however, diversification is probably one of the most riskiest strategic choices
that can be made. Management is dealing with new customers and products in
1
which the key factors of success may not be possessed by the company. In
Hong Kong, many well established property companies have already diversified
into other businesses such as trading, insurance and hotelling. There are two
lines of thinking in the diversification of property companies in Hong Kong.
First since oroerty business is subject to cyclical fluctuations, diversification
1 Kenichi Ohmae. The Mind of the Strategist. McGraw Hill Inc. 1982. P.169
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can obtain new sources of funds for the company to support losses in a
declining market. The second and opposing view is that if a company is well
managed and does not over-stretched its business, there is no need to worry
about the declining market. The company should therefore concentrate on its
area of expertise instead of spreading the resources too thin.
No matter which line of thinking a company to follow, an appropriate
diversification strategy for a property companies is that they should diversify
into businesses which require low capital tie-up and have a high turnover ratio.
These businesses, therefore, will not seriously affect the liquidity position of the





The success of a business entity depends very much on its ability to size
up the market. A size-up is a penetrating description, analysis and appraisal
of the company environment focusing particularly on key problems and
opportunities. For property companies, that means to understand the ebbs and
flows of the market, the current and expected demand of each market segment,
the supply of new units coming on stream, current and expected vacancy rate,
number and kinds of major projects undertaken by competitors, together with
the changing needs of prospective customers. These information forms the
basic inputs to land investment and development strategies.
In formulating its land invesment and development strategies, the
property company takes into consideration the key success factors in the
business, the strengths and weaknesses of the company and the goal of the
company. For instance, Sun Hung Kai Properties Limited is a vertically
integrated company which, as mentioned before, means not only involves in
land development, but also establishes other functional areas, (see Chapter III).
Despite its well integrated corporate structure, it is not financially strong
enough to stick on to very long-term investment, especially since the property
business is cyclical in nature, with a long gestation period and thus huge capital
tie-up. In order to be successful, the company chooses to become a
trading-type property company (see Chapter III). Its success in recent years is
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due to its understanding of the key success factors of a trading type property
company, that is, keep a large land bank, build better buildings, and maintain
the liquidity of the company by increasing turnover, and to mobilize resources









8 Dom/ 15 Non-DomPermitted Plot Ratio
33.33%Permitted Domestic Coverage
33.33%Actual Domestic Coverage
63, 360 ft.Actual Domestic Gross Floor Area
9Actual Domestic Plot Ratio
2. Building Schedule
Gross Floor AreaUserFloor
4,090 s.f.1 x 4,090 s.f.CarparkGround Floor
10,226 s.f.2 x 5,113 s.f.Carpark1- 2 Floor
12,270 s.f.2 x 6,135 s.f.Carpark3- 4 Floor
Podium5 Floor
63,360 s.f.24 x 2,640 s.f.Residential6- 29 Floor




Construction of Yellow Area (Stair) $1.OOM ($16)
saysSlope Formation $1.50M ($24)
Foundation 89,946 s.f. x $15 $1.35M ($21)
Carparks 26,586 s.f. x $120 $3.19M ($13)
63,360 s.f. x $200Superstructure $12.67M ($200)
$19.71M ($311)Total Construction Cost
Professional Fees and Project Management $1.23M ($19
Fees @6%
Interestest on Construction Loan, Professional $1.30M ($21)
Fees and Project Management Fees
(average 2/5, 10% p.a. for 1.5 years)
Agency Fee, Marketing Expenses, Legal Cost $0.80M ($13)
and Commitment Fees, etc.
$23.40M ($364)Total Development Cost
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4. Valuation Of Land
Sales Price/ s.f.
$75O $800$700
Ground- 4 Floor $2.65M ($42) $2.65M ($42) $2.65M ($42)
(CPS 53 nos.
C$50.000)
$44.35M($700) $47.52M($750) $50-69M($800)5- 29 Floor
(63,360 s.f.)
Total Sales Proceed $47.OOM($742) $50-17M($792) $53.34M($842)
Net Off 20% Profit $39-17M($618) $41.81M($660) $44.45M($702)
$23.04M($364) $23.04M($364) $23.04M($364)Less:. Development
Cost
$16-13M($254) $18.77M($296) $21.41M($338)









($) ($/GFA)( $) (S/GFA) ($) ($/GFA)
Land Cost $12.89M ($203) $15.OOM ($237) $17.11M ($270)
Development Cost $23.04M ($364) $23.04M ($364) $23.04M ($364)
Interest $3.24M ($51)$ 3.77M ($59) $4.30M ($68)
$8.89M ($140)20% Profit $ 7.83M ($124) $8.36M ($132)
Total Sales Proceed $47.OOM ($742) $50.17M ($792) $53.34M ($842)
$35.93M($567) $38.04M($601) $40.15M($634)Total Cost Outlay




The advertisements in the next three pages are launched in three consecutive days.
The English version of the three commercials are as follow:
First Commercial:
I've got something special for you.
You can make a lot of money from it.
Second Commercial:
It's a commercial building. Due to its unique design and facilities,
it worths ten times the price. Bet you've gonna like it.
Third Commercial:
Summit Insurance Building
Innovative design and unique facilities.
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